PBOT and our agency partners now have allocated just over $255 million to East Portland in Motion (EPIM) project implementation and related projects. It is over $270 million when adding in various paving projects.

- This includes $130 M for Outer Powell
- This doesn’t include funding for the Division Transit Project
- This includes newly funded projects, in 2018 (indicated in black on the map):
  - PBOT allocated $15 M of additional TSDCs towards unfunded EPIM projects, with $5 M more in match leverage ($20 M total). We continue to seek more leverage funds.
  - Outer Stark funding from Build Portland, bringing the total to $20 M.
  - Lents Town Center, Phase 2 from Build Portland, $7 M.
  - Division Multi-modal Safety project, additional $2 M.
  - 162nd Ave, $1 M